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 REFRAIN: I want to be your light in the darkness;                                                                          

I want to be for you, everything you need.                                                                                  

I want to be your stable anchor                                                                                                  
__ through this madness                                                                                                   

For you, I want to be, I want to be. 

1. Life is much too short to abort 

real love that comes our way. 

In times so trying more men are dying 

than living every day. 

More may be born, but life’s essence is torn 

away, and never found again 

without love, they might be better off, without life. 

 

[REPEAT REFRAIN] 

 

2. Did you catch the meaning  

in this gift of majesty and mystery ? 

Have you yet experienced  

the one thing greater than being free ? 

For freedom without love 

is an empty shell of its own prison cell 

giving love to you, is all I want to do, and be.    

BRIDGE: What they don’t know about love                                                                                              

they may never learn.                                                                                                          

Though their souls sense something’s missing,                                                                     

and how their aching hearts yearn.                                                                                       

Count us blessed, through the hardest tests,                                                                 

we got the best __ (we found each other)                                                                                  

and love, the great treasure chest                                                                            

no one can buy and none can earn. 

 [REPEAT REFRAIN] 

3. How can they live __ how can they think they have life 

without this kind of love ? 

They’ve never tasted from this well  

and lived to tell __ of someone like you;   

of love that conquers sorrow, 

turns shattered yesterdays into a hopeful tomorrow, 

there isn’t anything the healing balm of love can’t renew. 

 

[INSTRUMENTAL]                                                                                                                                     
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          [END]       
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